Abstract. Hydrogen deuterium exchange measured by mass spectrometry (HDX-MS) is a commonly used technique for studying the structural dynamics of proteins in solution. The first part of any bottom-up HDX-MS experiment is to identify the peptides generated from a digestion step. This requires manual inspection of the identified peptides to determine their use for HDX-MS analysis, which is a time-consuming task. Throughout the literature, there have been different approaches for removing peptides that do not yield quantifiable HDX information. This includes using validity scores from the software used in the generation of the peptide map and that the peptide should be found in two out of three technical replicate experiments. Here, we analyze the previously available methods for filtering the identified peptides in regard to their ability to predict whether a peptide will provide quantifiable HDX-MS data or not. We also present a new score-based system relying on a combination of MS/MS parameters that offers an improved method for separating quantifiable peptides from the nonquantifiable. Using this score-based method reduces the number of peptide spectra that needs to be manually inspected and thereby the time spent curating HDX-MS data.
Introduction
H ydrogen deuterium exchange measured by mass spectrometry (HDX-MS) measures the structural dynamics of the amide backbone hydrogens of proteins. This technique can be used to characterize conformational changes upon ligand binding [1] , membrane interactions [2] , and single point mutations [3] . HDX-MS probes the rate at which the backbone amide hydrogen exchanges with deuterium oxide. The exchange rate of the amide hydrogen is dependent on solvent pH, temperature, how the amide hydrogen is bonded, and to a lesser extent solvent accessibility [4] . The initial step of a bottom-up HDX-MS experiment is the optimization of experimental conditions in order to generate peptides covering as much of the protein sequence as needed for the study. A protocol describing optimization for this stage of the experiment has recently been published [5] . The sequence of the generated peptides is determined and assigned to a protein using database searching software such as SEQUEST [6] , MASCOT [7] , and PLGS [8] , i.e., peptide mapping. The identified peptides are given a score that reflects how confident the software is that the given peptide identification is correct.
As well as using a score to determine the validity of a peptide identification, the requirement that it must be identified in two out of three experimental replicates has also been used. This Btwo out of three^requirement is commonly used when different peptide identification methodologies are compared and is referred to as the Btechnical replicate^ [8, 9] . Software development has introduced automatic peak detection and deuterium uptake measurement and software Electronic supplementary material The online version of this article (https:// doi.org/10.1007/s13361-018-2056-1) contains supplementary material, which is available to authorized users.
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APPLICATION NOTE
packages such as Waters DynamX also include filters to remove data that are not expected to yield quantifiable HDX-MS data. However, it is still necessary to carry out time-consuming manual inspection of the acquired HDX-MS data. This includes correcting peak assignments in the mass spectra as well as removing peptides that do not yield quantifiable HDX-MS data. There is no agreed-upon method for selecting peptides for HDX-MS analyses. From the literature, there are examples using the technical replicate criteria [10, 11] and identification scoring values [12, 13] . There are also studies where all identified peptides are manually analyzed [14, 15] . It is unclear if the technical replicate criteria or the score from the identification software should be used as filters for the removal of peptides that do not yeild quantifiable HDX-MS data.
The purpose of this study is to identify a workflow for reducing the number of peptides that do not yield HDX-MS data prior to the manual inspection of the peptide spectra. In this study, we use the instrumentation and software package from Waters, where we use HDMS E data-independent data acquisition and PLGS 3.02 for generating the peptide map. PLGS processing gives an ion accounting file that contains physiochemical and MS/MS properties of the identified peptides. We use DynamX 3.0 to quantify the amount of deuterium incorporation in the identified peptides. Here, we compare the numerical values of the technical replicate criteria, PLGS peptide score, and the built-in filtering parameters of DynamX in their ability to separate quantifiable peptides from the nonquantifiable. Using the identified values, a novel score-based approach, where each peptide is awarded a point for meeting the previous determined values, shows an improvement in the ability to sort quantifiable and nonquantifiable peptides.
Experimental
Details regarding the HDX-MS and peptide mapping experiments can be found in the supplementary material [S1]. Using a custom Python script, peptide identifications for coagulation factor XIII-A (FXIII-A), FXIII-B, human growth hormone (hGH), and interleukin-20 (IL-20) with a delta MH+ ppm above 10, length shorter than 6 or longer than 45 residues, and were identified as either in-source decay or neutral loss ions were removed. HDX-MS data of the peptides that passed the initial filter were analyzed manually and grouped as either quantifiable or nonquantifiable. A peptide was determined to be quantifiable if it was present in all labeling experiments and had an isotopic distribution where the centroid mass could be determined. Cases where the isotopic peaks of a peptide were overlapping with those of another peptide, and therefore nonquantifiable, were excluded from the analysis. All of the plots were made with custom Python scripts and the Matplotlib pyplot package [16] and assembled into figures using Adobe Illustrator.
Results and Discussion
The most commonly used requirements for the initial filtering of the identified peptides used in the HDX-MS experiments are the technical replicate criteria and software validity scores. Therefore, peptides from the coagulation factor XIII-A (FXIII-A) dataset were first manually analyzed and separated into quantifiable and nonquantifiable groups for use as a reference dataset and the same data were subjected to filtering tests using either the technical replicate criteria (Fig. 1a) or the peptide score provided by PLGS (Fig. 1b) . A dataset of six technical replicate HDMS E experiments on FXIII-A were filtered and peptides identified in fewer than four out of the six technical replicates were excluded. This approach excluded 230 out of the 238 nonquantifiable peptides from the reference dataset and retained 293 out of the 563 quantifiable peptides. This demonstrates that although few of the nonquantifiable peptides escaped exclusion based on the technical replicate approach, as high as 48% of the quantifiable peptides compared with the reference dataset were falsely excluded as well.
Using either a high or low PLGS peptide score resulted in either the exclusion of a large percentage of quantifiable peptides or the inclusion of a large percentage of nonquantifiable peptides respectively. In order to retain 75% of the quantifiable peptides, a PLGS score of 6.50 was needed; however, this also resulted in the inclusion of 40% of the nonquantifiable peptides compared with the manually filtered reference dataset. A PLGS score of 6.62 excluded 75% of the nonquantifiable peptides but also 38% of the quantifiable peptides.
Likewise, the other peptide threshold parameters used by DynamX 3.0 were evaluated as filtering parameters. These filtering parameters were the precursor intensity, number of identified products for the precursor peptide, number of consecutive products, the intensity sum of the identified products, and products per amino acid. Similar observations were made for all evaluated filtering parameters from DynamX and none were perfect for separating the quantifiable from the nonquantifiable peptides according to the manually filtered reference dataset (Figures S2-S6) .
Rather than relying on hard thresholds for each individual filtering parameter, a scoring system was developed where the peptides were awarded one point for each parameter threshold it passed. From the FXIII-A reference dataset of the nonquantifiable peptides the 3rd quartile for the precursor intensity, the intensity sum of the identified products, and products per amino acid, a threshold value was obtained, which was a suitable compromise for including the quantifiable peptides while excluding the nonquantifiable peptides (Table 1) . For the number of consecutive products, number of identified products for the precursor peptide, and number of identifications, the distribution of quantifiable and nonquantifiable peptides was plotted and visually inspected. The threshold value chosen reflected the value at which there was a clear separation between the quantifiable and nonquantifiable peptides (Table 1 ). This approach was validated since the 3rd quartile value for the identified products per peptide gave the same threshold value as the visual determined that being 2. For the consecutive products and number of identifications calculating, the 3rd quartile resulted in 0 and 1, respectively. These values were not suited for scoreable thresholds and the values 1 and 2 were used instead.
Compared to the individual parameters, the scoring system combining all the available filtering parameters improved the separation of quantifiable from nonquantifiable peptides (Fig. 2) . Filtering using a score of 4 includes 80% of the quantifiable peptides and only includes 16% of the nonquantifiable peptides.
The thresholds identified for FXIII-A (Table 1) and the scoring system was tested on three other proteins: FXIII-B, hGH, and IL-20. For each protein, a manually determined reference dataset was made, similar to the FXIII-A reference dataset. For each protein, using the thresholds determined for FXIII-A, the scoring system improved the separation of the quantifiable from the nonquantifiable peptides ( Figures S7-S9 ), indicating that an optimal set of threshold values is valid for a wide range of proteins. This scoring system has been implemented python based script, which can be downloaded from https://github.com/LarsSoerensen/LARS.
Conclusion
This work shows how a scoring system combining filtering parameters improves the separation of quantifiable from nonquantifiable peptides for use in a bottom-up HDX-MS experiment and hence reduces the time spent manually removing nonquantifiable peptides. Filtered using 3rd quartile and visual determination from Figure S2 e Filtered using the scoring method Figure 2 . Distribution of the quantifiable and nonquantifiable FXIII-A peptides, sorted according to a score based on the number of values for a given parameter in Table 1 . Number of quantifiable peptides = 563 and nonquantifiable = 276
